The End Of Cinematics: Project HistoryHighly accessible both aurally and visually, Mikel Rouse’s The End Of Cinematics pushes the boundaries of art, film, music, and ideas. Our familiarity with the movie-going experience makes all the elements of this production recognizable: the concession stand, the trailers for current and upcoming releases, the reminders to turn off cell phones and the tips on where to find the nearest exit, the sense of anticipation that the featured film is about to begin once you see the animated movie company logos and you hear the opening notes of the sound score. But then The End Of Cinematics invites you to reflect on your typical movie house experience—the ways in which music, video, and dialogue are wedded together—through deconstruction of narrative musical content. In the words of Susan Sontag, this is “a cinema that eats cinema.”Mikel Rouse began work on The End Of Cinematics in 1999 with the creation of the music and libretto, recorded on the CD The American Dream: Songs from The End Of Cinematics. On the surface, this music easily appeals to audiences with its pop/rock, hip-hop based sensibilities. Closer listening will reveal a complex underlying structure and form tied together by Mikel Rouse’s counterpoetry technique (the use of multiple unpitched voices in counterpoint). Work on the music and libretto was supported in part by a commission from the Brooklyn Academy of Music and the Rockefeller Foundation Multi-Arts Production (MAP) Fund.The original film, The End Of Cinematics, was shot in Paris in 2002, edited in New York, and premiered at the Jacksonville Film Festival in 2003. While the plot revolves loosely around a death threat and the chance interaction of a man and a woman, these seeming threads of continuity are, in reality, tricks to lure the viewer into a new way of experiencing art in film. With its domination of sound over image and dialogue, the film draws on cinematic history from the magical silent era to the non-narrative work of Godfrey Reggio and Philip Glass.The completion of The End Of Cinematics project has been made possible by the University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign, where Krannert Center for the Performing Arts and the National Center for Supercomputing Applications have supported the project through theatrical expertise and experimental film and staging technologies. The completion of the project has involved:•creation of lighting and stage effects to accommodate rear-projection of six digital video images onto one, upstage screen and a large, front-projected scrim, with performance space for live performers and a live videographer between the two;•creation of the video backdrop through computer manipulation of the original film;•incorporation of live singers/performers into the existing music, dialogue, and ambient sound effects; •and building the production set and its touring boxes.This final phase of The End Of Cinematics began in early 2004. The work—a project of the University of Illinois Seedbed Initiative for Transdomain Creativity, a unique experimental model in support of collaborative explorations anchored in the intersection of art and technology—received its world premiere at Krannert Center for the Performing Arts on September 17, 2005. Commissioning and production support was provided by the University of Illinois Swanlund Initiative for the Performing Arts in the College of Fine and Applied Arts with support from the Office of the Provost. 
